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L. W. Hurtado, University of Edinburgh​[1]​


I begin this discussion with an explicit statement of my thesis and a connected critical observation.  The observation is that (at least in my own New Testament/Christian Origins field) little has been made of the importance of earliest Christian devotional practice for historical understanding of developments in beliefs.  My thesis is that the pattern of devotional practice that we see reflected already in our earliest Christian sources is both a notable phenomenon in its own right and was also a significant influence upon doctrinal development, particularly with reference to beliefs about God and Jesus.
	Lest my complaint be misunderstood, I want to acknowledge that, to be sure, there is a large and generally helpful body of scholarship on first-century Christian worship.  For the most part, however, these studies tend to be either general surveys, or more focused analyses of the sort that fit more readily within history-of-worship/liturgy concerns.​[2]​  In particular, there is, of course, a body of substantial studies focused on the origins and development of Christian eucharistic practice, such as Lietzmann’s classic.​[3]​  Moreover, in the discussion of earliest (first-century) worship, the major tendency among historians of liturgy has been to explore whether and how it anticipates worship practices (e.g., eucharist, baptism, fixed times and forms of prayer) more formally/fully developed and more fully attested/described in somewhat later times.​[4]​  As well, the traditional history-of-religions question has repeatedly been posed, especially as to whether/how earliest Christian eucharistic and baptismal practice may have been shaped by, or at least reflective of, religious meals and initiation rites in the wider Roman-era environment.​[5]​  These are fully appropriate lines of investigation, to be sure, but my own heuristic concerns are somewhat different, and are less frequently addressed.
	To clarify these concerns further, if much of the available scholarship has tended to look “upstream” at first-century Christian phenomena of worship from a later standpoint, assessing how earlier practices anticipate and prefigure later practices, my own approach has been to consider earliest Christian devotional practice in its own right, examining Christian phenomena in light of precedents and the synchronous context.  In particular, I have tended to focus more on analysis of Christian worship in the context of the immediate and earliest religious matrix of the Christian movement, second-temple Jewish tradition.​[6]​  I am especially interested in how earliest Christian devotional practice may represent a significant religious development in that context, and also how it both reflected and perhaps helped to stimulate and shape the religious convictions and beliefs that came to characterize Christian tradition.
	Patristics scholars will perhaps immediately think of an important earlier discussion of this matter by Maurice Wiles in The Making of Christian Doctrine.​[7]​  Certainly, Wiles makes the basic point that doctrine can be prompted and shaped by worship, and I am happy to point to this eminent scholar for precedent and support of what I wish to propose.  He focused mainly on illustrations of how, in Christological debates of the early centuries, worship practices were invoked and seen as relevant, and he cogently showed that in order to succeed ultimately in these debates, “Any interpretation of the person of the Son had to be one which came to terms with the place given to him in the Christian practice of devotion.”​[8]​  
I broadly agree with his discussion, and readily defer particularly to his far greater acquaintance with the evidence of the third century CE and later.  I am not persuaded, however, by his attribution of so much to an early “popular” piety that can be readily distinguished from a more officially-sanctioned liturgical practice.  To be sure, a distinction between a “popular” piety and the piety and doctrinal understanding preferred in more official and learned circles of the early church is both plausible and demonstrable, perhaps more readily so in the third century and later.​[9]​  But the worship-practices and expressions that Wiles cites from the New Testament as indicative of “popular” piety are also all affirmed by the writers of these texts, and these writers clearly intended their writings to be instructive, even authoritative (certainly the case for Paul!),  for approved Christian beliefs and practice.​[10]​  For example, the heavenly scene of worship given to “the Lamb” in Revelation 5 is hardly to be treated as indicative of a “popular” and “informal” piety, if that means a piety that can be distinguished from what was promoted and practiced by Christian leaders such as the author of Revelation.​[11]​  Likewise, it is misleading to characterize the singing of hymns about and to Christ (reflected in Pliny’s famous letter about Christians in Bithynia, and represented in the Phos Hilaron or the hymn with which Clement of Alexandria concludes the Paidagogos) as evidence of “popular piety”, if this connotes something that exceeded a supposedly more cautious approach toward reverencing Jesus.​[12]​   There is simply no evidence of such a more cautious approach advocated in Christian circles of the period of these texts.  To cite the last example, Clement gives no hint that he regards the hymn as particularly reflective of a piety that he considers less admirable or learned than his own.  
In short, Wiles rightly judged that early worship practice was important for understanding the development of beliefs in the period reflected in the New Testament, particularly beliefs to do with Jesus.​[13]​  But the remarkable reverence for Jesus reflected in the New Testament appears to represent a piety/devotion that was both popularly embraced and also affirmed and promoted by those who taught and led first-century circles of Christians.  In that sense, this influential reverence/piety is to be seen as, at the same time, both “popular” and “official”.
	There is another way in which my observations here can be distinguished from Wiles’s discussion, while also being intended to complement it.  Wiles focused on the influences of early Christian worship upon doctrines about Jesus.  I will have some things to say about that as well, but I want to broaden the focus here somewhat to explore how the early Christian understanding of God and of Jesus’ relationship to God (the “Father”) were driven and shaped by the pattern of earliest Christian devotional practice.  I will reserve a fuller explication for later in this paper.
	In addition to Wiles’s simulating discussion, I gratefully acknowledge a few other valuable contributions.  An insightful and very fruitful article by Richard Bauckham is especially worth noting, and was in fact influential in helping to shape my own research programme at a very early point.​[14]​  Bauckham focused on several passages in several Jewish apocalyptic texts in which a human seer is confronted by an angel whom the seer at first mistakes for God, and so attempts to worship.  In each case, the angel forbids this, emphasizing that God alone is to be worshipped.  Among these scenes are two instances in the book of Revelation (19:9-10; 22:6-9), which reflect an ancient author well aware of this Jewish tradition and fully sympathetic to the rather exclusivist worship scruple that it represents.​[15]​  Bauckham then notes the rather striking evidence that Revelation also reflects with full approval the inclusion of the glorified Jesus with God as rightful recipients of heavenly (and so idealized) worship (most fully in Revelation 5:6-14), and Bauckham rightly judges that this is a clear indication of a notable development that must comprise a remarkably exalted view of Jesus.​[16]​  Baukham’s important contribution was to draw attention to early Christian worship practice as a particularly important expression of such beliefs.  Bauckham’s emphasis is especially appropriate and correct in analysis of Roman-era religion, for in that environment cultic practice was the key expression and test of one’s religion.
	Martin Hengel has also contributed to the discussion, especially in emphasizing the importance of earliest Christian hymns/odes about Christ as evidence of–and as influential upon–Christological beliefs.​[17]​  As he noted, it is significant that the key New Testament passages in which we have the most extended and explicit presentations of Jesus’ high importance are widely thought to be (or to draw upon) hymns/odes chanted in first-century Christian worship settings (e.g., Philip. 2:6-11; Col. 1:15-20; John 1:1-18).​[18]​  Indeed, Hengel has contended (persuasively in my view) that among the earliest expressions of Jesus’ high significance in Christian circles were christologically-interpreted biblical Psalms (involving insights likely received as revelations prompted by the Holy Spirit) and also newly-composed odes about Jesus that believers saw as inspired by the Holy Spirit, and that these Psalms and odes “had a quite essential significance for earliest Christian worship as for the formation of christology.”​[19]​  Indisputably, “psalms and hymns and spiritual songs” that flowed from the religious exaltation attributed to the Holy Spirit (Eph. 5:18-20; Col. 3:16-17), sung/chanted expressions of Jesus’ redemptive work and exalted significance, pre-date considerably the developed doctrinal elaborations of the second to fourth centuries, and, as I aim to underscore in this essay, helped to generate and shape them.​[20]​  In what follows, I wish to build further upon these studies and my own previous observations about early Christian devotion to consider further how worship practice of the first century or so both reflects religious convictions and also shaped further doctrinal developments.

The “Binitarian Shape” of Earliest Christian Devotion​[21]​
In several publications over the last couple of decades or so, I have drawn attention to what I term the “binitarian” character of earliest Christian devotion.  In this discussion, I again focus on this.  Before going further, therefore, it will be helpful to summarize briefly what I mean.

Inclusion of Jesus
	First, I use the term “binitarian” to underscore the inclusion of Jesus with God as recipient of devotion.  In earliest Christian devotional practice, these two distinguishable and yet closely related figures are referred to and treated as the rightful and sole recipients of the sorts of devotional actions that early Christians characteristically refused to offer to other figures, whether humans (e.g., the Roman Emperor), heavenly beings such as angels, or, most emphatically, other putative deities.  That is, on the one hand, their devotional practice exhibits a stout exclusivity, a characteristic refusal to extend full cultic reverence to the many other recipients of devotion available in the religious environment of the early Roman period.  In taking this stance, of course, early Christian circles exhibited their derivation from, and continuing faithfulness to, the strong Jewish religious scruple against undue reverence of anything or anyone other than the one God, a scruple that the Christian movement inherited from its Jewish religious matrix.​[22]​  
On the other hand, and all the more notably, the early Christians whose devotion is reflected in the New Testament seem entirely ready to extend to Jesus the sort of reverence that they otherwise reserved for the one God of biblical tradition, and reverence that they refused to extend to other figures.  Indeed, they appear to have considered this reverence of Jesus not only fully permissible and appropriate, but even as requisite.  John 5:23 is perhaps the most explicit expression of this attitude, declaring that it is God’s will that “all should reverence [tima&w] the Son just as they reverence the Father,” and that “whoever does not reverence the Son does not reverence the Father.”  Other passages more implicitly, but in my view just as clearly, reflect this view that God now wills that Jesus be given the sort of reverence that links him with God in remarkable ways.  
Of these, Philippians 2:6-11 is among the earliest.  This much-studied text proclaims that God has exalted Jesus and given him “the name above every name” with the intention that Jesus should be given universal acclamation (vv. 9-11).  Moreover, it is important to note that this acclamation, “Ku&rioj Ihsou~j Xristo&j” reflects precisely the acclamation and invocation of Jesus that appears to have characterized earliest Christian worship.  That is, the divine intention asserted in Philippians 2:9-11 is not simply a submission to Jesus after the fashion of submission to an enthroned or conquering king.  The early Christians whose piety is reflected in the passage saw their own cultic acclamation of Jesus in their worship-gatherings as the full acknowledgement of God’s exaltation of Jesus, and the anticipation of the universal acclamation of Jesus that the passage heralds.
In fact, the other instances of the very earliest confessional formulae that we know also indicate a provenance in gathered worship.  In addition to Philippians 2:9-11 (a slightly longer form, “Ku&rioj Ihsou~j Xristo&j”), there is also the confession “Ku&rioj Ihsou~j”, attested in 1 Corinthians 12:3 and Romans 10:9.  In each instance, we have a cultic acclamation of Jesus’ exalted status, that is, a formula used in, and forming a crucial feature of, their corporate worship.​[23]​  
This is easily demonstrable in the case of 1 Corinthians 12:3, for the larger context of 1 Corinthians 11-14 is explicitly concerned with various questions to do with behavior in corporate worship.​[24]​  1 Corinthians 12 opens with a contrast between the former idolatrous cultic activities of his addressees and what Paul sets forth as the proper devotional stance (12:1-3), which is enabled by the Holy Spirit, and expressed in the acclamation “Lord Jesus (or “Jesus is Lord”, 12:3)”.  Then, the various charismatic phenomena itemized in the verses that follow immediately (12:4-11) are apparently all exhibited in the worship gathering.  Yet the context also indicates that this cultic acclamation of Jesus as Ku&rioj is set within worship that is prompted by God (the one “who activates them all [these spiritual gifts] in everyone,” 12:6), and is also ultimately directed to God (as reflected in the frequent reference to God as recipient of prayer, tongue-speaking and praise in these chapters).
Likewise, in Romans 10:8-13, confessing (o(mologe&w, v.9) Jesus as “Lord” appears to be a devotional act that is linked in redemptive efficacy with faith in his resurrection (vv. 9-10) and with the obviously cultic action “to call upon the name of the Lord” (v. 13).  Indeed, it appears that to “confess” Jesus as Lord here may be simply another way of referring to the same corporate invocation of Jesus that is also designated by the verb “call upon” (e)pikale&w), with its rich Old Testament association with cultic worship.​[25]​
I emphasize, however, that this inclusion of Jesus as a second, distinguishable recipient of devotion is characteristically presented with a clear concern to avoid a simple di-theism, and to maintain a monotheistic stance, howbeit, in an innovative form.  The reverence of Jesus is linked to God’s exaltation of him, and Jesus’ status and significance is expressed with reference to God (“the Father”).  This is what I mean by “binitarian”:  Not simply two figures, but a linkage and, indeed, a clear functional subordination of Jesus to God, a “shaped two-ishness” exhibited in the characteristic expressions of belief and in cultic practices.

Specific Devotional Actions
My second point is that this “binitarian” worship is exhibited in quite specific phenomena.  In work on this topic over the last couple of decades or so, one of my concerns has been to avoid abstractions and to focus on matters that can be tested critically, building up conclusions inductively on the basis of specifics.  To be sure, as Paul Bradshaw showed in his influential analysis of the study of early liturgy, we do not have sufficient evidence to construct a putative form of worship for first-century Christianity.  Moreover, in any case, we should probably posit diversity in this earliest period, rather than supposing that there was any one form of worship to be sought (vainly, as the case is) in the extant evidence.​[26]​  But although the New Testament writings do not furnish us with the sort of evidence to say what kind of first-century “liturgies” or orders of worship there might have been (if any), I contend that a number of relevant devotional actions set within the context of gathered worship are reflected in these texts, and that these form a constellation of considerable historic significance.  In their historical context, the devotional acts in question are simply remarkable.  What evidence that we have of Jewish religious practice of the time gives us no real analogies, either individually or as a constellation of devotional practices.  The reason appears to be that these sorts of practices were regarded by devout Jews as inappropriately directed to anyone other than the one God.​[27]​  This makes the appearance of these practices in early Christian circles all the more notable.  I refer readers to previous publications for a more extended discussion, and content myself here with a summary presentation of the basic data.​[28]​
Where we have references to prayer in the New Testament, it is typically offered to God, but often prayer is offered “through” Jesus (e.g., Rom. 1:8) or in Jesus’ name (e.g., John 16:23-24).​[29]​  Moreover, particularly in Pauline texts, prayer is offered to “the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ” (e.g., 2 Cor. 1:3; Eph. 1:3; Col. 1:3).  That is another way of distinguishing Christian prayer, the God to whom one prays (re)defined with reference to Jesus.  Though fewer, there are indications of prayer to Jesus, both jointly with God (e.g., 1 Thess. 3:11-13) and also to Jesus alone (e.g., 2 Cor. 12:8-9; Acts 7:59-60).​[30]​  In further support, we may note the “Grace and peace” salutations (which invoke God and Jesus), and the “Grace” benedictions (which typically invoke Jesus) in Paul’s letters, these formulae commonly thought to have been appropriated by him from contemporary use in worship gatherings.
I have already referred to ritual invocation/confession of Jesus in early Christian worship.  In 1 Corinthians 1:2, Paul characterizes Christian simply as “all those who in every place call on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,” which suggests this practice (described in biblical language for worship of God) as ubiquitous in first-century Christian circles.  Indeed, the little fragment of Aramaic worship cited in 1 Corinthians 16:22, Maran atha (which probably means “Come, O/our Lord!”), is commonly taken as addressed to Jesus, and is rather clear evidence that the ritual invocation of him was operative in Aramaic-speaking Christian circles as well as among Pauline congregations.
As a related matter, we may also point to Jesus’ prominence in early baptism practice.  As is well known, extant evidence indicates that the initiation rite observed in first-century Christian circles typically included the invocation of Jesus’ name (e.g., Acts 2:38; 8:16; 10:48).  This was certainly intended to mark ritually the persons baptized, linking them with Jesus.​[31]​  But it is also another devotional action in which Jesus had an unparalleled prominence, and his name was thought to have special power.  The New Testament also reflects somewhat similar ritual uses of Jesus’ name in healing (e.g., Acts 3:6; 4:30), exorcism (e.g., Acts 16:18), and perhaps also in the sort of ritual of judgment that Paul directs the Corinthian church to carry out against the incestuous man in 1 Corinthians 5:3-5.​[32]​
To cite another well known practice, some sort of common meal of religious/sacred significance also appears to have been a characteristic feature of Christian circles, from the earliest period onward.  Moreover, in spite of apparent variations in wording, prayers used, and specific interpretations of the religious meaning/nature of the meals, it seems clear that in all known instances Jesus figured prominently.​[33]​  The earliest and comparatively extended evidence is in 1 Corinthians, where Paul calls the event “the Lord’s Supper” (dei~pnon kuriako\n, 11:21), that is connected with “the Lord Jesus” (11:23), reflecting a new covenant made “in [his] blood” (v. 25).​[34]​  The meal is to be celebrated “for my [Jesus’] remembrance” (ei)j th\n e)mh\n a)na&mnhsin, vv. 24-25), and Paul’s statement that the celebration is a proclamation of “the death of the Lord . . . until he comes” (v. 26) may represent a specific interpretation of this a)na&mnhsij.​[35]​  In short, Jesus has a prominence in this meal that rather closely resembles the roles of deities in other religious meals of the Roman period.  Indeed, Paul makes such a direct comparison, declaring that participation in the Christian sacred meal is completely incompatible with participation in the meals in honor of other deities (1 Cor. 10:19-22).  Just as importantly, Jesus’ centrality in this core worship action is completely unprecedented and unparalleled in all extant evidence of observant Jewish groups of the time.
We have already noted the place of hymns about Jesus, and even hymns sung to Jesus, in early Christian worship, and we cannot linger further over the several putative examples widely thought to have been identified in the New Testament writings.​[36]​  My point here is simply to underscore the significance of Jesus-hymns having such a characteristic and core function.  That is, in addition to what the hymns say about Jesus, it is at least as significant that such hymns had such a prominent place in early Christian worship.  It is without parallel in the Jewish context of the time, except for the way in which God is praised (e.g., in the chanting of Psalms).
Still another feature of early Christian worship has not received adequate attention, prophetic oracles uttered in Jesus’ name.  In his major analysis of early Christian prophecy, David Aune identified nineteen instances in the New Testament where the risen Jesus is either the speaker or is identified as the source or authority of the prophetic speech, and he pointed to nine further instances in the early Christian collection known as the Odes of Solomon.​[37]​  In light of the traditional concern against prophecy in the name of any god other than YHWH (e.g., Deut. 13:1-5), the early Christian evidence is extraordinary in its implications about Jesus’ place the devotional life of the circles whose practice is reflected in the relevant texts.

Early and Widely Represented
	The final point I want to underscore is that these devotional phenomena focused on Jesus appear to have emerged amazingly early and were widely characteristic in first-century Christian circles.  I have already noted briefly 1 Corinthians 1:2, where Paul refers to “all those who call upon the name of our Lord Jesus Christ in every place”.  Early in his epistolary effort to correct problems of divisiveness and the misguided notions of spiritual superiority of some in the Corinthian church, Paul strikes this note of ecumenical relationship in the common devotional practice of invoking Jesus, Paul here using a biblical phrase that connotes worship offered to Jesus.​[38]​  Indeed, here and elsewhere (e.g., Acts 9:14) “calling upon the name” of Jesus is simply another way of designating believers, so widespread and uncontroversial among them is this ritual action!
	Lest we suspect that the ecumenical circle referred to might extend solely to other Pauline churches of gentile converts, there is the fragment of Aramaic-speaking devotional practice preserved in 1 Corinthians 16:22, Maran atha, already noted.  Moreover, as I have argued previously, there is no indication that the devotion to Jesus reflected in Paul’s letters represents any significance innovation in the sort of devotional practices that characterized other sectors of first-century Christianity, such as the Jerusalem church.​[39]​  In short, Paul’s attribution of this devotion to Jesus to believers “everywhere” (e)n panti\ to&pw?, 1 Cor. 1:2) seems not to be an exaggeration, but rather a justifiably confident claim.
	In addition to this Maran atha fragment, Paul’s letters refer to another Aramaic prayer/worship expression, this one referring to God, Abba (Rom. 8:15; Gal. 4:6).  As I have noted elsewhere, this is another instance of Paul apparently passing on to his Greek-speaking converts prayer-expressions used by their Aramaic co-religionists (and older siblings in the faith), which reflects a concern to promote some sense of being united in a common devotional stance.  Indeed, I have suggested that, taken together, these two Aramaic expressions, the one an invocation of Jesus, the other reflecting prayer to God (the “Father”), can be seen as representing what we may call a “binitarian” pattern of devotion, both Jesus and God featuring as recipients, with its origin among Aramaic-speaking Jewish believers in Roman Judea and then promoted among Greek-speaking Pauline churches.​[40]​
	In sum, the data quickly reviewed here indicate that there was a constellation of first-century Christian devotional practices in which Jesus featured prominently along with God in what we may call a “binitarian” devotional pattern exhibiting a concern both to include Jesus and also to assert a monotheistic stance, that these appeared surprisingly early in the Christian movement and that the devotional pattern is not a late development, and that the devotional practices involved were widely characteristic in first-century Christianity.  In view of these findings, it is all the more plausible to ask whether this devotional pattern may also have had a powerful effect in stimulating and shaping developments in belief, or at least in the articulation and elaboration of belief.

Case Studies
In the remaining part of this study, I will examine a selection of texts that I believe exhibit an impact of early Christian devotional practice upon belief, in particular, early Christian efforts to articulate belief about God.

A New Testament Example?
	Although it is easier to identify what seem to us more readily recognizable instances of doctrinal reflection shaped by devotional practice in extra-canonical Christian sources of the second century and later, we may even find some evidence of this already within the New Testament as well.  But in the New Testament texts, which include our earliest extant Christian sources, taking us back to scarcely more than twenty years after Jesus’ execution, one of the principal modes of efforts to reflect upon and articulate beliefs involved the (re)interpretation of biblical (Old Testament) texts.  In its earliest stages, this interpretative effort seems to have been very much accompanied and stimulated by religious experiences that were received by believers as divine revelations.  These experiences helped to generate re-configured beliefs, and to re-orient the recipients of these experiences (and other believers influenced by them) to perceive things in biblical texts that they had not been able to notice before.  It seems to me that this sort of experience of new “revelatory” insight into scripture is reflected in Paul’s (autobiographically informed?) contrast between a “hardened” Israel, who read Moses with a veil over their minds, and how “when one turns to the Lord, the veil is removed” (2 Cor. 3:14-18), and one is enabled to see “the glory of the Lord (Jesus)”.  This experientially-prompted “discovery” of the exalted significance of Jesus in the Old Testament texts has been referred to as “charismatic exegesis”.​[41]​  
Granted, it is difficult to be sure precisely what the reciprocal relationships and dynamics may have been between these new insights into biblical texts, other religious experiences such as visions and prophetic oracles, and the devotional practice of treating Jesus as rightful recipient of cultic reverence.  Indeed, it may be a bit artificial to assume a one-way relationship, as if, for instance, “charismatic exegesis” simply gave rise to devotional practice or vice versa.  Were early circles of believers moved by the Spirit to feel obliged to extend cultic reverence the exalted Jesus, and thereafter they found a basis for this practice in their scriptures?  Or did new insights from “charismatic exegesis” of their scriptures help to generate their re-shaped devotional practice?  Or should we allow for a more complex and dynamic interaction especially lively in the first few years and decades?  I have suggested that that in the earliest moments of the young Christian movement religious experiences of “revelational” impact, together with (indeed, perhaps happening in the process of ) prayerful pondering of scriptural texts were crucial in generating the new conviction that “God required them to assent to his exaltation of Jesus in cultic action”.​[42]​  But it also seems reasonable to think that as earliest Christians reflected on how to affirm both this cultic reverence of Jesus and the exclusivist monotheism inherited from the Jewish matrix of their faith, they were driven again and again back to their scriptures to find resources for themselves, and justification for outsiders (perhaps especially other devout Jews) who objected.  
In Philippians 2:9-11, we have a rather clear reflection of an unprecedented and remarkable reading of Isaiah 45:22-25, in which this passage was taken as referring to an eschatological acclamation and triumph of two distinct but linked figures, the “Lord” (Jesus) and also “God” (the “Father”).​[43]​  I submit that it is unlikely that this way of reading this Isaiah passage would ever have arisen except in the light of powerful prior convictions that God had exalted Jesus to a glorious status, and, perhaps, that obedience to God now required an unprecedented reverence for Jesus.  The basic effects of this “binitarian” reading of Isaiah 45:22-25 are to base and justify reverence for Jesus in God’s exaltation of him, and also firmly to portray reverence for Jesus as actually serving “the glory of God the Father”.  In short, behind Philippians 2:9-11 is an exegesis of Isaiah 45:22-25 that reflects a concern to show how the cultic reverence of these two figures, Jesus and God, is really compatible with the exclusivist monotheistic stance of the biblical/Jewish tradition.  Might this creative exegesis of the Isaiah passage represent an early instance of “exegetical theology”, “faith seeking understanding” in the earliest years, that was prompted at least in part by powerful religious experiences and the answering devotional practices that we have surveyed?  (So, should we characterize this early effort better as “religious experience seeking understanding”?)  And might this kind of early exegetical effort also have helped to justify and reinforce Christian devotional practices?

Justin’s Theological Exegesis
	We see further examples of this kind of exegetical work that seems to have been prompted by early Christian devotional practice in Justin Martyr’s Dialogue with Trypho.  It is worth noting that, although a great of the argument concerns demonstrating that the biblical (Old Testament) writings foretell the coming of Jesus, his virginal conception, his messianic status, and his redemptive death and resurrection/exaltation, Trypho is presented as making his most strenuous objections against worshipping Jesus (esp. in Dial. 38.1; 64.1; 65).​[44]​  In response to these repeated objections, and in defence of Christian devotional practice, Justin offers creative exegesis of key biblical texts.​[45]​  We do not have the space here for more than limited analysis of key elements of Justin’s handling of the scriptural texts.  
In Dialogue 63.4-5, after presenting several biblical passages in support of claims about Jesus’ pre-existence and redemptive significance, Justin then also cites Psalm 45:6-11 (LXX 44:6-11) as specific scriptural justification for worshipping Jesus. Justin claims that the import of this Psalm is that all who believe in God truly are to worship Jesus “as God and as Christ”.  Justin takes the Psalm as admonishing believers to “forget old ancestral customs” (i.e., their previous idolatrous practices) in the call to “forget your people and the house of your father” (Psa. 45:10; LXX 44:11); and Justin presents the exhortation in Psalm 45:10-11 (LXX 44:11-13), “because he [Christ] is your Lord, and you shall worship him,” as a direct justification for the cultic reverence offered to Jesus in Christian worship.​[46]​
	Thereafter, in response to Trypho’s reiterated objection to worshipping Jesus (Dial. 64.1), Justin cites Psalm 99:1-7 (LXX 98:1-7) as further scriptural basis (Dial. 64.4), implicitly positing Jesus as the exalted Lord who reigns and before whom worship is now to be offered (“worship at the footstool of his feet,” Psa. 99:5 (LXX 98:5).  Justin then goes on to present references in Psalm 72:17-19 (LXX 71:17-19), directing praise both for “the Lord God of Israel who alone does wonders” and also for “his glorious Name,” as a scriptural basis for what I have termed the “binitarian” worship of God and Jesus.  For Justin, Jesus is the one referred to in the scriptural mention of God’s “Name” here;  so, he is to be worshipped along with “the Lord God” (Dial. 64.6).​[47]​  
	This intriguing christological interpretation of scriptural references to God’s “Name” is even more explicit in Dialogue 65.  In this passage, Trypho, portrayed as shaken by Justin’s exegetical moves, strenuously again objects to such reverence for Jesus by invoking the ringing declaration from Isaiah 42:8, “I am the Lord; this is my name; my glory I will not give to another.”​[48]​  Trypho’s obvious point is that this scriptural text clearly forbids inclusion of any second figure in cultic devotion.  But, after declaring his faith that scripture does not contradict itself, Justin proceeds to claim that Isaiah 42 actually teaches that God does share his glory with “his Christ alone” (Dial. 65.3).  After quoting the entirety of Isaiah 42:5-13, Justin focuses on the references in the passage to a figure whom God calls, strengthens, and makes “a covenant of the people” and “a light of the Gentiles,” and Justin takes these all as references to Jesus, the Christ.  Still more remarkably, however, Justin then interprets Isaiah 42:8 (the very statement that Trypho cites, and one of the most emphatic declarations of God’s exclusivity in the Old Testament) as in fact declaring that God does share his glory exclusively with Jesus.  As Justin reads the statement, “this is my Name” directly refers to the figure addressed in the preceding verses in Isaiah 42, and he understands this figure as Jesus, the Christ.  Isaiah 42:8, thus, is an explicit declaration of a closed circle of two (God and his “Name”) who exclusively share the same divine glory (Dial. 65.7)!  
Have you not perceived, my friends, that God says He will give Him whom He has established as a light of the Gentiles, glory, and to no other; and not, as Trypho said, that God was retaining the glory to Himself?​[49]​
	Actually, it seems to me that behind Justin’s treatment of these particular texts lies a rather thoroughly worked out and very early Christian interpretation of whole passages of Isaiah (perhaps even the entirety of Isaiah?), in which God and another allied figure, variously referred to as God’s “arm”, “servant”, “light”, and “name”, are understood as forming an exclusive pairing.  For Justin, and the prior Christian exegetical tradition that he reflects, Jesus is the second figure, with whom exclusively God shares his glory; and for Justin this gives scriptural justification to include Jesus as recipient of worship with God in the “binitarian” pattern that we have noted as characteristic of Christian circles in our earliest evidence.
	To make sure that my argument is clearly perceived, I reiterate for emphasis that the crucial issue in several passages in the Dialogue is the worship of Jesus with God.  It is that to which Trypho makes his most strenuous objection, and it is this that Justin explicitly seeks to justify in his exegesis of the biblical passages that we have noted here.​[50]​  That is, Justin here endeavors to give a biblical basis for the Christian “binitarian” devotional practice, already long characteristic in Christian circles.  In these passages in the Dialogue we see how Christian worship practice demanded and shaped the intensive exegetical attention to biblical passages that Justin reflects.
	Although I do not have the space here to develop the evidence fully, I also want to contend that Justin’s exegetical efforts probably reflect a prior Christian tradition of such exegetical theology in defence of Christian worship.  It seems to me most unlikely that Christians were first confronted with the objections to Christian worship that are mouthed by Trypho in this second-century text.  Surely, from earlier years as well, a good many devout Jews would have hurled Isaiah 42:8 against what they perceived as the compromising of God’s uniqueness through unwarranted reverence for any second figure.  I have attempted to show elsewhere that in fact we have evidence of first-century Christian efforts to justify reverence for Jesus through asserting that he does share the divine glory.
	What else are we to make of the emphasis in the Gospel of John that Jesus is the manifestation of divine glory (1:14), that his miracles reveal his glory (e.g., 2:11; 11:40), that Jesus does not seek human glory or his own but only the glory of God (e.g., 5:41; 8:50, 54), and that Jesus is given divine glory and that he bore it even before his earthly appearance (17:5)?  I propose that this well-known Johannine emphasis on Jesus’ glory/glorification reflects in part the sort of antagonistic engagement with Jewish opposition to devotion to Jesus that is well recognized by scholars in the Gospel of John.  The intensity of this glory-emphasis was prompted by Jewish objections such as that also ascribed to Trypho, that Christians comprised God’s unique glory in their reverence for Jesus.​[51]​  
Indeed, an intriguing passage in John may give direct evidence that in these first-century controversies texts from Isaiah were crucial (just as texts from Isaiah are central in Dialogue 64-65).  John 12:37-43 laments Jewish unbelief in Jesus, in spite of his signs, and then declares this a fulfilment of Isaiah 53:1, a text which decries unbelief among those “to whom the arm of the Lord has been revealed” (John 12:38).  It seems to me that this reflects the specific identification of Jesus as “the arm of the Lord” now revealed.  Then, after citing Isaiah 6:9-10, which refers to the (divinely) blinded eyes and hardened hearts of Israel, the author goes on to declare that “Isaiah said this because he saw his glory and spoke about him” (John 12:41).  This must indicate that the author of John understood the vision-scene in Isaiah 6:1-5 as a vision of the glorious/glorified Jesus!​[52]​  The divine “glory” referred to in Isaiah 6:3 as filling all the earth is interpreted/appropriated christologically.
Had we space to do so here, we might even consider whether Pauline references to Jesus as manifestation and reflection of God’s glory represent still earlier textual evidence of this ancient Christian articulation and defence of Jesus’ right to a status uniquely associated with God.​[53]​  For my part, this seems most likely the case.  In addition to trying to satisfy themselves about how properly to accommodate reverence for Jesus with their inherited concern for the uniqueness of the God, the earliest circles of the embryonic Christian movement must have needed to answer objections from outsiders.  In particular, I find it hard to avoid the judgment that the sort of devotional practices that we have surveyed briefly must have generated sharp antagonism from devout Jews, and I have argued that in fact we have good evidence that this was the case at a very early point.​[54]​
In short, I contend that Justin’s Dialogue and these New Testament texts as well exhibit an early form of exegetical theology that was intended to articulate Jesus’ unique significance and justify an unprecedented devotion to him, and that involved appropriation of key biblical categories, particularly divine “name” and “glory”.

Justin’s Further Theological Efforts
	In addition to the exegetical theology that we have noted, Justin also exhibits an early effort to articulate and justify Christian belief and devotional practice by drawing upon a wider store of vocabulary, imagery and conceptual categories drawn from beyond his scriptures.  I restrict myself to a couple of examples where the focus is the same:  to explain and justify joining Jesus with God in faith and worship.
	In Dialogue 61, after claiming for Jesus a whole string of biblical titles and categories (e.g., “Beginning”, “Wisdom”, “Angel”, “Logos”, and “Captain”), Justin explains that this second figure was “begotten of the Father by an act of will” (e)k tou~ a)po_ tou~ patro_j qelh&sei gegennh~sqai, 61.1).  Then, invoking as analogy how kindling a fire from another fire does not lessen the latter, Justin emphasizes that this second figure does not involve any diminution of the Father.  Later, in Dialogue 126-129, Justin returns to this emphasis that it is fully right to recognize a second divine figure uniquely linked with “the Father”.  Again, he claims a string of biblical titles for Jesus (126.1), and then goes on to identify him as the divine figure who appeared to Abraham and in other theophanic scenes (Dial. 126.2-6).  
In Dialogue 128, we see more efforts to articulate both a distinction and also a close linkage between “the Father” and Christ.  In particular, note the use of another analogy, likening Christ’s indivisible and inseparable relationship with the Father to the relationship of the light of the sun to the sun itself (128.3).  Yet Justin then notes the limitation of this analogy (128.4); for, unlike the light of the sun, Christ is not merely notionally distinct from the Father (ou)x w(j . . . o)no&mati mo&non a)riqmei~tai), but “indeed is something numerically distinct” (kai_ a)riqmw~| e3tero&n ti& e)sti).​[55]​  But, repeating his earlier statement, Justin insists that this distinction does not involve a diminution (a)potomh&n) of/in God “as if the essence [ou)si&a] of the Father were divided” (128.4), and once again Justin resorts to the analogy of fire kindled from fire to make this point.
In 1 Apology, which is directed more toward a non-Jewish readership (and, of course, was officially addressed to Antoninus Pius, the Emperor), it is also clear that Christian worship is a controversial matter that requires theological explanation and justification.  Early on, in 1 Apology 5-6, Justin rebuts the charge that Christians are “atheists”, which has to do entirely with matters of worship.  Acknowledging freely that Christians refuse to worship the many pagan deities, Justin insists, however, that the charge is not really fair, for Christians do worship “the most true God”, along with the Son, and also “the prophetic Spirit”.​[56]​  A bit later (1 Apol. 13), Justin returns to the matter, emphasizing that Christian worship does not involve animal sacrifice or incense, but invocation, hearty praise and thanksgiving, and petition, directed to “the Maker of this universe” (13.1-2), and to Jesus Christ “the Son of the true God,” whom Christians hold “in the second place [e)n deute&ra| xw&ra| e2xontej],” and also “the prophetic Spirit in third place [e)n tri&th| ta&cei]” (13.3).  The following statement, however, makes it clear that in addition to their refusal to worship the many gods, the  really controversial feature of Christian worship in the eyes of pagan critics was the inclusion of Jesus as recipient of reverence with God, which Justin refers to as giving the crucified man, Jesus, “a place second after [meta\] the unchangeable and eternal God, the creator [gennh&tora] of all things” (13.4).  In 1 Apology 14.1, Justin quickly characterizes Christians as rejecting as demons the pagan deities, and following “the only unbegotten God through his Son”.  
In short, what I have termed the “binitarian” shape of Christian worship was a key feature of early Christianity objected to by pagan and Jewish critics, and so for Justin was an important matter to explain and justify.  Justin refers to the “mystery” that lies behind the inclusion of Jesus as recipient of worship with God (1 Apol. 13.4), and indicates that his aim in 1 Apology is to try to set forth this mystery (e)chgoume&nwn h(mw~n protrepo&meqa) so that readers may give it heed.  To be sure, Justin can also characterize Christian worship in what looks more like what we might call “proto-trinitarian” language, as in 1 Apology 67.2, where he says that “we bless the Maker of all things through his Son, Jesus Christ, and through the Holy Spirit”.​[57]​  But the really central issue that required his attention was the Christian profession and practice of an exclusivist monotheism that nevertheless involved reverencing Jesus as well as the creator God.
In the course of justifying Christian devotional practice, Justin gives us our earliest extant uses of some theological terms and categories.  He emphasizes that the genuine distinction between Christ and God the Father does not mean any diminution or partition in God’s ou2sia (“being”, “substance”).  In defence of his claim that the relationship of Christ and the Father is pre-temporal he asserts that the pre-incarnate Son is already witnessed to in Old Testament theophanies.  He also refers to the utterances of biblical prophets under inspiration from “the divine Word”, who sometimes spoke “as from the person of God the Father the Lord of all [a)po\ prosw&pou tou~ despo&tou pa&ntwn kai\ patro\j qeou~], and sometimes as from the person of Christ [w(j a)po\ prosw&pou tou@ Xristou~] (1 Apol. 36.2).​[58]​  Justin here gives us the earliest (extant) uses of this term pro&swpon as a way of trying to represent the unity of and distinction between the Father and the Son.  Obviously, the subsequently more familiar “substantia” and “persona” represent the deployment of Latin equivalents to the pioneering Greek-language theological efforts that Justin’s writings attest.

Conclusion
I conclude with a summary statement of my argument.  The “binitarian” devotional pattern exhibited in the specific devotional actions surveyed here was characteristic in Christian circles from the earliest days about which we know anything.  This remarkable inclusion of Jesus with God as recipient of cultic reverence was unprecedented in Jewish tradition, and required both a powerful impetus, and also innovative efforts to understand God and his purposes in such a way that this intense devotion to Jesus could be accommodated within the strong concern for God’s uniqueness that marked Jewish tradition in its Roman religious environment.  This concern inherited from Jewish tradition also remained central in the young religious movement that identified itself with reference to Jesus and that came to be what we call “Christianity”.  
	There were, to be sure, other things that prompted Christian exegetical activity and theological reflection.  Initially, of course, believers needed to try to understand things for themselves, perhaps especially Jesus’ crucifixion and the powerful experiences that generated the unexpected conviction that God had raised him from death and exalted him to a place of unprecedented honor and glory, and that God now required them to respond accordingly in obedience, including cultic obedience.  But these radical and momentous convictions expressed in christological claims and in cultic actions required Christians to invest in still further theological effort beyond satisfying themselves that scriptural texts could be read as supportive of their stance.  They had to give justification also to those outside their circles, especially critics, both Jewish and pagan.  They also had to find ways to explain how it was not a violation of their professed exclusivist monotheism for Jesus to have a place as recipient in their cultic practice.  That is, one of the major driving forces in early exegetical and theological efforts was the pattern of earliest Christian worship.
	Moreover, the binitarian pattern of worship also helped to shape the content and directions of these efforts.  Simple appropriation of the apotheosis concept would not do; in the eyes of at least the most influential believers it was not reconcilable with their professed monotheistic commitment and their disdain for pagan religion.  Nor was it finally adequate to think of Jesus as either a uniquely inspired prophet or even as a high angelic being.  It proved difficult to square either notion with what had been the Christian worship pattern from the earliest memories of the movement, in which Jesus was given a place that linked him with the one God in unparalleled ways.  
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